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Ethan Law / co-founder
Ethan Law is a diverse multidisciplinary 
circus and stage artist. Graduating from 
the prestigious National Circus School of 
Montreal he has gone on to perform all 
over the world, made various television 
appearances and worked on some of the 
best stages in the world. Credits to his 
name include Cirque de Demain, Palazzo 
Colombino, Cirque du Soleil, Cyclope,  
Young Stage, GOP Variete, Recircle 
Collective, The Act, La Putyka and more.

Florian Zumkehr / co-founder
Graduating the Berlin Circus School in 2007, 
Florian has barely had a spare moment since. 
Original cast member of the Berlin cult hit 
“Soap” he went on to play stages such as 
Chamaleon and Wintergarten in Germany. 
Internationally he has found even greater 
success with companies like Cirque Eloize 
and the 7 Fingers with whom he toured 
for three years with the wildly successful 
“Traces” as well as a run on Broadway with 
the critically acclaimed musical “PIPPIN.” 
He now turns his experience and attention to 
detail towards Analog.

about THE company
Analog is a company founded by Ethan Law and Florian Zumkehr in 2013 
with an emphasis on genuine interaction with the audience, be that in street 
performances or theatre productions. The goal is to do away with artifice and 
focus on true relationships, a high technical caliber, and transmitting the 
passion and fun we have on stage directly to the viewer.
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about THE show
Welcome to Finale. This is not just a show, and the cast is not 
random. These are true friendships, some new, some with 
long histories. So what happens when eight close friends who 
happen to be world class acrobats and musicians get together 
to have a good time, share some stories with the public, and 
take their crazy ideas as far as they can? Plenty of laughs and 
a little friendly competition insure that the cast keeps trying to 
top themselves and each other, escalating into more and more 
intense moments, one finale after another, set to the unique 
voice of Ena Wild and the heavy drum beat of Merlin Ettore.

With an unconventional and DIY attitude Finale has an original 
aesthetic and a raw energy that is unique. This is a cabaret seen 
through a haze of confetti, smoke and pulsing lights straight 
from the depths of Europe’s nightlife. The influences you can see 
on stage are diverse, ranging from the Berlin underground music 
scene, to movie stunts, and traditional circus. The spirit of the 
show maintains that the audience are not just voyeurs invited 
to peek through a window, but active participants who can be 
pulled on stage at any moment and invited for a drink with the 
cast on stage under a disco ball when the night transitions from 
a show to a party after the bows.

As well as more typical theatre settings, Analog is on the look 
out for unique locations to craft Finale in site specific ways.

�
�

#AnalogFinale

AnAlog in coproduction   

WITH Cirk La puykA   
presents � 
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cast & creative team

Merlin Ettore
A third generation percussionist, Merlin is a true hybrid artist performing 
in a frenetic, jaw dropping style, blending new electronic possibilities with 
a solid background in technical drumming. Based in Berlin he is heavily 
implicated in the European music scene. Merlin is officially endorsed by 
Yamaha Drums, Paiste cymbals, Vater drumsticks, Cybow, Rhines Custom 
In-Ear & Ableton Software.

Manda Rydman
A truly versatile circus artist, she has trained in Stockholm, Copenhagen, 
Rotterdam and Kiev at some of the best circus training schools in the world. 
Her work onstage is characterised by a surprising combination of flexibility, 
strength and an unsurpassed technical calibre. Career highlights include 
Chamaleon Theatre, Cirk La Putyka, Cirque Eloize, Cirkus Cirkör, Cyclope, 
Nova Exit, The Royal Danish Opera House and many more.

Remi Martin
Remi Martin has been busy onstage with a career already including 
awards from Cirque de Demain, Sol Y Circo and first place on the French 
television show “The Best” as well as runs with well known circus and 
variety companies such as Apollo, Urbanatix, Wintergarten, Roncalli and 
GOP. His artistic and technical prowess is clear to see. Equally comfortable 
with dramatic or humorous roles, his work reveals a strong sense of timing, 
wether in an acrobatic, musical, or comedy number.

Ena Wild
Ena is a Berlin based singer and songwriter who finds her origins in gospel 
and soul music. After producing many hip hop and gospel records she made 
her way to the electronic music of the Berlin club scene. She then founded 
the band “Ena Wild” which combined the feeling of minimal electro with  
the pattern of pop music, so called Hightech Ghetto Pop. In 2014 she 
established her name as a professional songwriter for various artists and 
shows. Ena is currently working on her solo project „Hi Soukou.“
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Eike von Stuckenbrock / outside eye
Eike von Stuckenbrock is an internationally acclaimed creative director and 
performance artist. He has been awarded the Festival Mondial du Cirque de 
Demain, danced under the patronage of Queen Elizabeth II of England and was 
named as one the 100 most important upcoming Germans by Europe’s biggest 
newspaper BILD. He is committed to setting new standards in artistic and 
technical accomplishments on stage.

Rosťislav Novák Jr. / creative guide
Principal of Cirk La Putyka. Award-winning performer, choreographer, 
director, actor, acrobat, puppeteer and artistic director of Cirk La Putyka. 
Eighth generation of famous Czech puppeteer dynasty. Nominated for 
Best Actor and Talent of the Year 2010 in the Czech Film Critics Awards. 
In 2010, won two major prizes during a single week for La Putyka: Theatre 
Personality of the Year at the New Wave Festival; Alternative Theatre Award 
presented jointly by theatre newspaper Divadelni Noviny and Sazka ticket 
agency.In 2009, La Putyka won Czech Production of the Year, awarded by 
Divadelni Noviny (Theatre Newspapers). In 2008, ran the Czech Republic 
workshop for Cirque de Soleil. In 2011, Theatre Personality of the Year. In 
2013 and 2014, Nominated for the Czech Personality of the year (Newspaper 
“MF DNES”).

Bertan Canbaldek
Fresh on the heels of winning the BZ Culture Award as Best Newcomer 
Circus Artist, Bertan has been taking the Variete circuit by storm, wowing 
audiences with his amazing technical level in juggling, urban influenced 
dance style and contagious smile.

Lena Kilchitskaya
Naturally drawn to a very physical and technical style of contemporary 
dance, Lena’s performances are synonymous with body lines and shapes. In 
the last 6 years, Lena has done over 50 contests and festivals across Russia 
and Europe. Lena performed as principal dancer in several reputable dance 
companies in Moscow. She now resides in Berlin. 
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��

#AnalogFinale

AnAlog in coproduction   

WITH Cirk La puykA   
presents � 
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“The biggest response from  
an audience we have ever seen.”

iDnes.cz
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“a unique combination of people,  
you can't see Them togeTher  

anywhere else.”
bonza.cz
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“one of The highlights of The 
contemporary circus program of The 

last year performeD at Jatka78.”
liDovky.cz
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technical 
requirement
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stage anD rigging plan
Stage

10 m wide, 8 m deep, on both sides we need 2 m storage space for unfolded cartboard boxes.

Box truss 1 – loading capacity 1 ton

Includes fixed point for aerial hoop with fixed point for pulley. Second pulley for scenography (paper).

Box truss 2 – loading capacity 1 ton

Includes rope to climbe on with a platform to jump of from.

Notes

The fixed points for the pole are idealy 1,5 m of the ground.

A U D I E N C E

Rope fixed point

Platform on truss 
to jump off

Fixed pole rigging (min. 
loading limit 500 Kg)

Fixed pole rigging  
(min. loading limit 500 Kg)

Fixed pole rigging  
(min. loading limit 500 Kg)Drums table  

3 x3 m

Fixed point for pulley 
system (aerial hoop)

Fixed point for  
aerial hoop

Fixed point for very 
light pulley (paper)

m
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lighting plan
 8x  FHR 1kW

 4x  GHR 1kW

 22x  CP62

 10x  CP61

 6x  ETC 200M 25°–50° 

 10x LED PAR RGB  

 Floor: 3x FHR 500

  2x CP 62

A U D I E N C E
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audio set-up
For Drums

Microphone list: Kick

                           Snare

                           3x Tom

                            2x OH

Monitoring: 3x stage on 1 channel

 2x drumfill – stereo signal

3 vocal microphones for the stage on full stands – preferably diverse for visual effect  
(for example 1x SM58, 1x RE320, 1x retro)

6 channels of DI’s, at least 2 of them active.
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contacts & links
Analog

Ethan Law
T: +491 709 065 010

E: info@analogtheshow.com

Trailer: https://youtu.be/mfsBAhKR2-4

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/analogtheshow/?fref=ts

Aurora Nova International Theatre Booking

Wolfgang Hoffmann / Director

T: +493 02 84 45 77 28

M: +491 76 63 48 39 06

E: wolfgang@auroranova.org



THEend


